Susannah Locke is a Senior Associate Editor at *Popular Science*, where she runs the magazine’s front section on science, figures out the best way to present those stories on digital platforms, and sometimes edits features. She holds a master’s in journalism from New York University and a molecular biology degree from Haverford College.

**Pitching short pieces to Popular Science**

I'm looking for short stories (200 to 800 words) on best-in-class science, health, environment, and tech innovations that will make the future a better place (and will still be interesting three months from now). The key word here is "innovation." Please give me enough context that I know why we should be covering this project/person/place/paper/thing versus all others in its class. How is it doing something that's never been done before? Also, what does it look like?

**Contact:**

[susannah.locke@bonniercorp](mailto:susannah.locke@bonniercorp)